
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Mota-Engil Group is a multinational with operations focused on construction and infrastructure management in the segments of Engineering and Construction, Environment and Services, Transport Concessions and Energy. Mota-Engil is a leader in Portugal with a consolidated position in the rank of the 30 largest European construction groups. The 
Group is present in 24 countries, in three distinct geographical areas, namely Europe, Africa and Latin America, where assumes a positioning according to the values and cultural identity of each market. Mota-Engil Group is seeking to hire competent and experienced professional candidates to fill the following positions to fill in the following positions;

“HOW TO APPLY”  Detailed Job descriptions can be viewed from the links provided on the mentioned positions to submit your application and CV merged into one document. The deadline for submission is Monday 5th December  2022
      NOTE: Only successful candidates will be contacted. Direct or Indirect Conversing will lead to automatic disqualification.  

S/N Position Title Slot(s) Job Description
1 SUPERINTENDENT GENERAL 

FOREMAN
1 "The Superintendent General Foreman will be responsible for coordinating tasks on a construction site, Maintaining the site foreman’s log & site reports, Quality control-accountable for ensuring that the completed work meets quality standards and analyzing risks as-

sociated with Safety procedures to be implemented on the works and natural disasters (including fires and floods). Higher national diploma in civil engineering, construction management, or certificate/training in a related field, 15 years of experience in large construction 
operations, High knowledge of civil works, earthworks, precast, concrete, and structures, 5 years of experience working in a similar position is a must, Higher national diploma in civil engineering, construction management or certificate/training in a related field. High 
knowledge of civil works, earthworks, precast, concrete and structures,     https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15087&company=C0001190956P&st=C5FE2A5FE3DFE611B4368921B100109053BBC944                                                            

2 SENIOR ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEER

1 The Senior Electrical Engineer will be responsible for providing expert technical input and organizational input to electrical engineering activities on a wide range of projects from studies and design, to troubleshooting, commissioning, and decommissioning. A higher 
national diploma in electrical engineering, 15 years of experience in a power plant, chemical plant, or industrial plant dealing with mechanical equipment including boilers and combustion process, heat exchangers, condensers, coal handling equipment, compressors, 
fans, pumps, and ash handling systems, and electrical equipment including generators, transformers, power distribution equipment, motors, and electrical protection systems, 5 years of experience working in the oil and gas industry is an added advantage.    
https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15083&company=C0001190956P&st=3AC9977559108B111F8C849929A13A06D550C6E3

3 CHIEF 
SURVEYOR MANAGER

1 The Chief Surveyor Manager will be responsible for the supervision of the Survey Section, computation of geodetic measurements, and interpret survey data to determine positions, shapes, and elevations of geomorphic and topographic features, preparing and 
maintaining sketches, maps, reports, and legal descriptions of surveys. Certification/training in surveying with experience in a related field will be considered in lieu of the required diploma, Minimum of 15 years of proven work experience carrying out survey operations 
on international construction projects, 5 years working on international construction projects at a senior managerial level is a must, Strong knowledge of construction plans, specifications, subdivision maps and construction drawings.       https://career5.successfactors.
eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15076&company=C0001190956P&st=E96795A3EC0A6A02F85EFE60403CB57E0F73B3A2                                                                                        

4 TECHNICAL ENGINEER 
COORDINATOR

1 "The  Technical Engineer Coordinator will be responsible for the computation of geodetic measurements and interpreting survey data to determine positions, shapes, and elevations of geomorphic and topographic features, Prepare and maintain sketches, maps, reports, 
and legal descriptions of surveys, Ensure relevant data property boundaries in areas to be surveyed, Guide the survey team to record the results of surveys including the shape, contour, location, elevation, and dimensions as construction Works develop,  Certification/
training in surveying with experience in a related field will be considered in lieu of the required diploma, Minimum of 15 years of proven work experience carrying out survey operations on international construction projects. 5 years working on international construction 
projects at a senior managerial level is a must.
https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15088&company=C0001190956P&st=EC14A443EDF9F5452085CE0B73CF62152AFD3DC4”

5 ELECTRICIAN 
FOREMAN

1 "The electrician Foreman will be responsible for overseeing electrical design, repair, or installation projects and managing a team of technicians or electricians, Managing all aspects of the construction, installation, maintenance, and repair of electrical power lines, 
electrical systems, fixtures, apparatus, and appliances. Supervising the operation of an electrical repair. A higher national diploma in electrical engineering. 12 years of experience in a power plant, chemical plant, or industrial plant dealing with mechanical equipment 
including boilers and combustion process,  heat exchangers, condensers, compressors, fans, pumps, and electrical equipment including generators, transformers, power distribution equipment, motors, and electrical protection systems, 5 years of experience working 
with international construction projects is an added advantage.    https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15077&company=C0001190956P&st=68C06A15B912E662FC4C194D9876DF6AF9217BF3”

6 SITE MANAGER( 
EARTHWORKS & 
INFRASTRUCTURE)

1 The Site Manager( Earthworks & Infrastructure) will be responsible for overseeing structural works on the Project, construction management, and preparing Structural Drawings. verifying architectural Configuration, finalizing materials on the construction site (Particularly 
of Structural Frame), Structural Analysis, and design. Higher National Diploma in Mechanical engineering or in a related field with 10 years of experience, 17 years of work experience with proven knowledge in maintenance operations. Degree or a Higher National 
Diploma in civil engineering or in a related field. A master’s degree in civil engineering is an added advantage, 10 years of proven work experience with professional knowledge in international construction management, rehabilitation, and urban and regional planning, 
5 years of experience working on metallic structures, Advanced knowledge of current industry software such as AutoCAD, Revit, and Robot. https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15085&company=C0001190956P&st=2D531D63DCF7FFC
FAC74016089B429A737E925C2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

7 SENIOR 
ENGINEERING 
MANAGER

1 "The Senior Engineering manager will be responsible for planning, overseeing, and coordinating quarry operations. Investigate sites to determine and evaluate construction conditions. Prepare engineering calculations required for the design of projects and supervise 
the drafting of plans. Produce detailed designs and documentation for the construction, implementation, and monitoring of civil engineering projects. 15 years of proven work experience with high knowledge in road design engineering and site production control, Must 
have worked on international construction projects for at least 5 years, Advanced knowledge in road geometry, geology, and geotechnical, Site ground recognition (in-situ soil tests) and operational topography, Excellent knowledge of current engineering design software 
such as  AutoCAD and Revit.   https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15084&company=C0001190956P&st=166194AADB52EEA52F8448BDFACFE9EDB9EB8F23

8 STRUCTURAL WORKS SITE 
MANAGER

1 "The  Structural works Site Manager will be responsible for supervising structural works on the project, Carrying out inspections to assess their structural quality, Responsible for design development, Creating structural models by using computer-aided design software, 
Choosing appropriate materials based on structural specifications, monitoring on-site construction processes and supervise construction workers. Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering or in a related field, A minimum of 15 years of proven work experience in a senior 
managerial position working on international construction projects, Experience in planning and cost control processes, and Experience working on oil and gas construction projects will be a plus.
 https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15086&company=C0001190956P&st=6FC74D8D64AA2E20752906AB974E4CADC6C95FB2

9 HEALTH, SAFETY, SOCIAL, 
SECURITY & ENVIRONMENT 
MANAGER

1 The Health, Safety, Social, Security & Environment Manager will be responsible for the implementation, communication, and coordination of all environmental, health, and safety aspects of the project, Set and review health and safety guidelines to minimize accidents 
and injuries, Ensures compliance with applicable in respect of safety and health rules, Collaborates with the Managing Director on the upkeep of organization and updated all documents under the HSPM, Higher national diploma in civil engineering or certificate/training 
in a related field, International certification in Health & Safety Management is a must, 10 years of proven work experience in health, safety, social and security operations including risk management on construction projects. Experience working on oil and gas projects 
is an added advantage. 
 https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15079&company=C0001190956P&st=30B8DD38D1055E50B52809CDCFF894E2D92EAA02

10 SENIOR AUTO 
ELECTRICIAN

1 "The Senior Auto Electrician will be responsible for installing, repairing, wiring, and sustaining all electrical mechanisms found in different vehicles. S/he will test what is essential to bring automobiles up to their best working condition, Maintain and repair various kinds of 
petrol and diesel engine motor vehicles, Highly capable of troubleshooting, repairing, and replacing damaged/faulty fuses, lamps, electrical wiring, and ignitions. A higher national diploma in electrical engineering. 15 Years of relevant work experience in Auto Electrician 
and maintenance management of which 5 years in a senior electrical position. 5 years of experience working with international construction projects is an added advantage, Highly skillful in repairing and servicing electronic and automotive-controlled vehicle system 
faults.
 https://career5.successfactors.eu/sfcareer/jobreqcareerpvt?jobId=15082&company=C0001190956P&st=34AA62362ACF40290F8FB48247D77D67378343D9


